Abstract — We present a laboratory module that follows an end-to-end security process pattern in securing real world applications. The overall goal is to relate theoretical concepts of cryptography and security protocols to implementation solutions and their use in the workplace. In a series of activities for installing, certifying and working with systems, each configuration decision and communication exchange is evaluated and discussed in the context of the theoretical knowledge acquired in our core courses in cryptography, network and software security, and network management and security. All systems are implemented as part of a virtual network environment thus reducing costs, and allowing the student easy access to different lab systems and the ability to play different roles and analyze security issues from the point of the systems manager, end user, cryptanalyst, or certification authority administrator.
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I. INTRODUCTION: THE THEORY—WORKPLACE CHASM

The competing demands of theoretical knowledge and practical skills can be traced throughout the history of education and across disciplines—liberal arts vs. professional programs, formal theories vs. laboratory experiments, algorithmic knowledge vs. programming skills. However, in few fields is the contrast between theory and practice as stark and as important to reconcile as it is in information security: cryptographic algorithms draw on the most abstract branches of mathematics while their correct (or incorrect) application decides vital problems ranging from the confidentiality of the nation’s critical infrastructure to the privacy of personal information. The importance of an interdisciplinary approach to information assurance and the need to integrate security topics throughout the curriculum have received early and well-deserved attention ([1-4]). In contrast to this little work was devoted to the educationally critical questions on how best to relate cryptographic concepts to laboratory experiments or to the security features of complex software applications. The lack of hands-on experience and/or the failure to explain clearly and in detail how the theory underlies practical solutions, how poor implementations can make strong cryptographic algorithms useless, or how inept configuration of standard security features in “out of the box” (commercial or open source) applications results in insecure systems, may leave the students with fragmented knowledge and insufficient practical skills. To address this problem we started developing laboratory modules that integrate knowledge from several security courses and include installing, configuring, and working with widely used commercial and open source applications in a virtual environment. For each laboratory activity we trace the relevant theoretical concepts and discuss their implications for securing the system. The choice of working with a complex application instead of developing targeted laboratory exercises for specific concepts is deliberate and important—students acquire practical knowledge of modern information security technologies and skills that are readily applicable in the workplace. They are better prepared to explain security problems, raise security awareness and build more secure infrastructures.

This paper presents our approach on the example of establishing secure communication between a server and client. The core of our security curriculum consists of courses in cryptography, network and software security, and network management and security. Our first lab series involves theoretical concepts from all three courses and illustrates these concepts on laboratory activities for building a virtual environment that includes an application server and client, a network protocol analyzer and a certification authority (CA) (Figure 1). Throughout the labs we emphasize three aspects: (i) the basic theoretical concepts such as confidentiality, security protocol; (ii) the technical implementation, such as setting up server with password protection, and securing it using Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol; (iii) the human factors and organizational roles such as systems manager, end user, or hacker.

II. LEARNING ABOUT SYSTEMS AND ROLES IN VIRTUAL LABORATORIES

The laboratory exercise follows an end-to-end security process pattern, from identifying problems to securing systems, and use practical examples that are typical in today’s Internet age. A realistic reflection of even a simple network environment requires setting up several systems, exploring the communications between the
systems and the different roles of the participants. We chose to implement all systems using server virtualization technology that offers several important benefits: first, the virtual environment with all its components is available from a single computer leading to substantial savings in hardware. Second, the student can easily access every system of the virtual network environment from his/her own computer and explore security considerations from the prospective of the specific systems, e.g. server, client, network analyzer, certification authority, and also play different roles as they relate to these systems, e.g. system manager, user, cryptanalyst, security administrator. Depending on the size of the class, these roles can be interchangeably played by one or several students, and we might have several parallel environments to accommodate large classes. Third, the experiments are conducted in a controlled and secure environment. Last but not least the approach scales well as additional systems can be added with relative ease.

The scenarios we describe can be implemented on multiple platforms, using both open source and commercial software. In this paper we focus on Windows-based implementation; the actual selection of platforms will depend on instructor’s and students’ preferences. In larger classes, a combination of several platforms can be used, and lab exercises could be supplemented by students’ research papers comparing various implementations.

We have successfully used virtualization technology to create basic system configurations that are used as starting points for building various systems in the laboratory. These building blocks can be then easily replicated, often without adding new hardware, to accommodate large courses and give instructors the flexibility to partition classes and implement different role-based scenarios. This sharply reduced and in many cases completely eliminated the overhead time students used to spend installing the systems and allowed them to focus their efforts on learning the material and meeting course objectives. Furthermore, virtualization has allowed us to “extend” the laboratory and make it possible for distance education students to partake in laboratory activities without the need to come on campus. We have a large student population (over 400 students) enrolled in online and blended classes and virtual labs are an important factor in increasing the quality of their educational experience.

III. SECURING COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS—THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Ensuring Fundamental Security Properties

In the first lab segment we explore the level of security. For this implementation we use Microsoft Windows Server 2003 R2 and students first install an application server (Internet Information Services, IIS, Figure 1.iii) with a simple home page that will simulate an enterprise application. All protocols we explore in this lab are platform-independent and the same laboratory configuration can be achieved using alternative platforms, e.g. Linux-based Apache server and/or Firefox browser on the client side. However, while the overall lab scenario remains the same, the setup instructions are specific to a particular operating environment. In the next step, we configure basic username/password authentication. At first glance this appears to be a reasonable choice for moderate security requirements (as would be the case for most browsers). This choice seems also to be supported by theory. The fundamental concepts of confidentiality, authentication, integrity, availability, non-repudiation are discussed in all three security core classes and students have learned that username and password is the simplest authentication scheme. Typically students have no problem understanding that authentication is achieved by “what you know, what you have, and what you are” and have been made aware of the vulnerability of passwords to eavesdropping. However, most are unaware of how weak (or rather nonexistent) this basic authentication scheme can be without adding additional protection layers. Despite the fair warning that passwords are sent in clear text, the possibility of eavesdropping at the right place and time appears remote, too complicated, or not worth the trouble. We show that eavesdropping is simple, no trouble, and thus not remote.
The second system students install is an open source network protocol analyzer (Figure 1.iv). We use Wireshark that is a free download from http://www.wireshark.org. Similar to the web browser, the sniffer is implemented on a virtual system. The end-user browser (Figure 1.v) can also be setup as a separate virtual system, or students can just use their computers or classroom computers, as this step does not require installing any additional software.

Once communication between client and server is initiated (Figure 1.vii), the protocol analyzer intercepts the username and password that are sent in clear text over a virtual network connecting the lab systems. Students learn basics of using a network protocol analyzer, become familiar with the data format of the HTTP protocol and where to locate the user’s credentials. Independently of security considerations, this is useful practical knowledge that might help them in future software development and systems troubleshooting.

Microsoft IIS web server, as well as all other widely used application platforms, offer a mechanism to protect client-server communications that is known as Transport Layer Security, or TLS protocol. This security protocol uses public key cryptography to identify the server (and optionally the client) and then establish a secure communications channel that protects the information being exchanged, including username/password credentials. The next several steps cover the basic steps involved in TLS setup: building a certification authority, generating key pairs, creating and sending certificate requests, issuing and delivering certificates, and negotiating a secure channel to exchange data.

**B. The Interplay of Secret and Public Key Cryptography in Security Protocols**

As noted by Ross Anderson “if security engineering has a unifying theme, it is the study of security protocols” [7]. Indeed, this theme resonates across the core courses in cryptography, network and software security, and network management and security, and continues with more depth in the specialized high-level electives. Thus, it is extremely important to ground the student early on in the theoretical and applied aspects of security protocols. This part of the lab focuses on relating cryptographic theory to the design of the data exchange protocols and key management strategies. These topics are covered in all three basic courses with a different emphasis and detail, and following different textbooks ([5-7]). We first briefly summarize the material covered in the three courses that provide the prerequisite knowledge for the lab.

The algorithmic foundation is provided in the cryptography course. A rigorous treatment of hash functions begins with the definition of one-way functions, followed by the example of discrete exponentiation, and detailed review of the MD5 and SHA-1. Group theory fundamentals provide the entry for the discussion of secret and public encryption and their use in protocols for authentication and more generally for secure communications. Special care is taken to compare and contrast different cryptographic algorithms in terms of their vulnerability to attacks as well as computational aspects, such as implementation pitfalls and overhead.

The network and software security and the network management and security courses shift the emphasis from the specific cryptographic algorithms to applying a variety of cryptographic tools to achieve a security task under different threats and security models. The basic security models—Bell-LaPadula, Biba, Chinese Wall—are discussed in relation with confidentiality, integrity, and hybrid policies. Network security topics include a broad range of security mechanisms, more specifically authentication and confidentiality with symmetric and asymmetric encryption methods, IPsec, SSL/TLS, e-mail security, PGP. Application security topics are discussed using examples of Java and .NET security architectures. The important problem of key management in secret and public encryption implementations, along with the pros and cons of key distribution centers and certification authorities, is discussed in all three core courses.

For this part of the lab we chose the typical and practical task of setting up secure communications between web servers and browser clients, because the underlying principles cut across network and application level security and involve interesting cryptography. The configuration decisions hinge upon important theoretical and computational trade-offs, such as choosing the key length and the hash algorithm, understanding digital certificates, how to request them from a certification authority, how to use them, and how to check their validity. The lab concludes with the establishment of secure communications over TLS that provides the basis for discussing the pros and cons, and the typical uses of public and secret encryption.

We view the need of complementing practical knowledge with the underlying theoretical principles and the pitfalls of setting up application security of key importance for the successful security professional. While very few will design new cryptographic algorithms, virtually all will use authentication protocols, and some might need to develop their own security protocols. In the following sections we outline the laboratory activities and related discussions at each step of the lab.
C. Cryptographic Keys Generation and Certification

In this step, the student uses cryptographic services to generate a key pair for the application server and create a certificate request. To provide certification services for the rest of the labs, students build their own certification authority on a separate virtual machine.

In IIS key generation is part of the process of requesting a certificate from the CA. The student, in the role of the web server manager, chooses the key length, provides the name of the organization for which the certificate is required and other necessary parameters, and then submits a certificate request. There are several important aspects that must be addressed at this point: first, the trade-off between computational overhead and encryption strength depending on the length of the key as discussed in the courses from a theoretical point of view; second, key management as a critical success factor in implementing enterprise solutions, and the role and main components of Public Key Infrastructures (PKI). More narrowly at this stage it is important to point out what key is sent and what exactly is requested—it must be made clear that the server sends its public key to the CA and requests that the CA certifies this key as belonging to the server, while server’s private key never leaves the server. If the certificate request meets the CA policy requirements (in our case, students themselves learn to play the role of CA administrators), CA will issue a digital certificate and make it available for download by students playing the application server manager roles. This opens the question “How does the CA administrator know the server is who it claims it is?”, and introduces the third discussion topic—non-technical breaking points and importance of securing out-of-bound communications.

In addition to fundamental discussion questions outlined above students acquire practical experience in setting up a CA and learning the basic steps necessary to process certificate requests. The mystery of “digital certificates” is eliminated by looking at the format of certificate and certificate requests (Figure 2).

D. Secure Communication

After receiving the certificate, the web server manager installs it and configures the server to accept only secure https requests. Students discuss the “conversation” between the browser and the server that is used in establishing a secure communications channel.

The “end user” uses https to access the server, and gets a security warning because his browser does not recognize the CA signature. Students learn how to configure trusts, how to check web site identities, risks of overriding security warnings, etc. After students add the CA certificate to trusted roots, they can transparently establish secure web sessions. Students take a trace of client-server communications to ensure the traffic is encrypted, and usernames/passwords are not clearly present.

Students discuss the interaction between symmetric and asymmetric keys used at different steps of negotiating a TLS session, pluses and minuses of symmetric and asymmetric algorithms from the practical perspective, use of TLS in their daily lives – online banking, online stores, etc. They discuss how digital certificates that they just learned can help to protect against phishing and other scams.

The next step is to establish bidirectional authentication. In the previous steps, students learned how to establish and verify the identity of a web site. Now students simulating end users get their own digital certificates. They use the same CA established earlier. The “web site manager” configures the web site to require client-based authentication. Authorization rules are configured to provide access to the web site to users with digital certificates signed by the lab CA. When trying to access the site, students receive a request to present their digital certificates. They learn more about different certificate
stores, differences between different types of certificates (server authentication, client authentication, email signing, etc.). Students also review the theory behind digital signatures they learned in the theoretical part of the course (digests, signing, etc.).

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a first laboratory module that follows an end-to-end security process pattern in securing a real world application. The advantage of this approach as compared to laboratory exercises tailored to specific algorithms or protocols is that it binds the theory to practical knowledge about widely used applications and teaches the necessary skills for working with these applications. All laboratory activities are conducted in a virtual network environment that is secure, reduces costs, and allows students to easily assume different roles—security managers at server side or at the certification authority, end users, hackers—and gain a keen appreciation of the different points of view.

For our first implementation, we used a virtualization layer based on Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 R2 SP1 (available as a free download at http://www.microsoft.com/virtualserver/), running on top of Windows 2003 Server. Open source Wireshark protocol analyzers were installed on our computing lab workstations and students were analyzing traffic between their workstations and virtual application servers. A detailed laboratory manual was developed as a research project by one of our scholarship students. Reflecting on his experience, he wrote that “... seeing the actual risk of an insecure system and then learning actual ways of how we can mitigate this vulnerability has had a lasting impact on my understanding of computer security”. The complete laboratory module was piloted in student research seminars and, starting in the Fall 2008 semester, will become a standard part of the basic network and software security courses of the MS programs in computer science, computer information systems, and telecommunication. The virtual laboratory approach was also used in a large online database security course and was a major factor for the enthusiastic student feedback, as seen from the following comments:

“Thanks for a great course! ...I liked the way you challenged us to consider a broader context for the subjects we were learning, or to apply what we had learned to areas beyond what was presented in the book and lectures.”

“This is the final course for me in this program of study. What a great way to finish up! Thanks!”

“It's a great course, clearly a useful resource for current and future DB security opportunities.”

“This was one of the best courses in the MSCIS program. The labs promoted hand-on learning and reinforced the readings. Great course design...”

“I have really appreciated the way that you have encouraged everyone to look at things in a new way and learn more than what was ever in the scope of this course.”

“I live and breathe security everyday at work and will take your comments with me.”

“Thanks for creating a great class. The course really rounded out my knowledge in an area I was never comfortable in... I was able to understand the technology and ask some insightful security questions which I wouldn’t have been able to do seven weeks ago. It was an immediate return on my investment...”

“Thanks for the great class. I have really enjoyed this and almost regret that it has to come to an end.”

We plan to expand this approach and develop a series of laboratory modules to address complex security problems in the context of business applications using commercial and open source software, and integrate knowledge that is taught in courses across the security curriculum. More specifically, we are currently working on scaling our approach and developing best practices to accommodate larger online classes, as well as on introducing several advanced (and sometimes forgotten) topics such as certificate revocation lists and access control through mapping of digital certificates to actual user accounts. Another direction for future work is the focused assessment of learning outcomes. We are aware that while students enjoy seeing the usefulness of theory in real-world applications this is not enough for concluding if and how learning has improved. To assess how the added laboratory modules affect learning in general, and more specifically what knowledge domains (if any) benefit most from the hands-on component we are developing pre- and post-laboratory tests that will address theoretical as well as applied aspects included in the laboratory tasks.1
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